[Classification of EEG Patterns of Imagined Rhythmic Movements of the Fingers of One Hand].
The article presents the results of classification of EEG patterns registered during imagined rhytmic movements of the fingers of the right hand (little, thumb, index, middle fingers) in 8 healthy subjects. The subjects imagined finger movements in a given rhythm; no external stimuli were used. A two-level committee of classifiers was developed for decoding: the first level included support vector machines and artificial neural networks; the second level included artificial neural network used for generalizing. As the key parameters for classification, we used the area of zone under the envelope of EEG signal and the length of the envelope calculated in sliding time window for leads F3, C3 and Cz in system 10-20 were chosen as the key features for signals of sensorimotor and adjoining frontal area cortex contralateral to movements. The accuracy of classification of single trials for 4 movements averaged for all subjects for the pair of leads F3-C3 was 50 ± 7% [SD] (maximal - 58%); for the pair of leads C3-Cz, 46 ± 11% [SD] (maximal - 62%); theoretical guessing level is 25%.